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In this paper we study divisibility properties of certain multinomial coefficients
introduced by Myerson. In particular we show that a recent conjecture of Myerson
and Sander has an equivalent formulation of independent interest. We also give an
upper bound for the number of exceptions to their conjecture.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Let [ai] be any sequence (finite or infinite) of positive integers such that
:
i
1
ai
1.
It is then immediate that for any natural number n the ratio
n!
wna1x! wna2x! wna3x! ...
(1.1)
is integral since it is an integral multiple of a certain multinomial coef-
ficient.
Let us now assume that the sequence [ai]i=1 is infinite. It is then readily
seen that any attempt at devising a sequence [ai]i=1 with the aim of
dividing out as much as possible out of n! in the sense of (1.1) will not be
too successful. In pareticular, let L(n) denote the least common multiple of
the numbers 1, 2, 3, ..., n, and define an arithmetic function fa (n) by
fa (n)=
n!
L(n)wna1x! wna2x! wna3x! ...
. (1.2)
It is not difficult to show that the function fa (n) is integer-valued.
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It is interesting to consider to what extent it is possible to optimize the
construction (1.1) or, equivalently, (1.2). By optimizing we mean dividing
out as much as possible in one sense or another. Consider, for example, the
following two questions. Is there a sequence [ai*]i=1 such that for any
sequence [ai]i=1 we have
m | fa*(n) O m | fa (n),
for all nna, m? Is it true that for any sequence [ai]i=1 and for any natural
number m we have
m | fa (n)
for all nna, m? The author does not know the answers to these questions.
Perhaps the most obvious attempt at optimality is to proceed ‘‘greedily’’
and divide out as much as possible at every step. More precisely, let
[bk]k=1 be the sequence
2, 3, 7, 43, 1807, 3263443, ...
defined by
bk+1= ‘
k
i=1
bi+1, for k1
(1.3)
b1=2,
and let f = fb be the corresponding function given by (1.2), namely
f (n)=
n!
L(n)wn2x! wn3x! wn7x! ...
.
The sequence [bk]k=1 occurs in various contexts and was first systemati-
cally studied by Sylvester [4]. It is readily seen to satisfy the identity
:

k=1
1
bk
=1.
Furthermore, Curtiss [1] showed that the inequality
:
ik
1
ai
 :
ik
1
bi
holds for every k1, and that the equality above is possible if and only if
ai=bi for all ik. This result can be seen to have relevance for the ques-
tions we posed earlier.
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The function f was first introduced by Myerson in [2]. He showed that
f is integer-valued and raised several interesting questions about it. In par-
ticular, he asked whether log f (n) has an asymptotic formula and if f (n) is
always divisible by 2 from some point on. These questions were answered
in the paper of Myerson and Sander [3] who showed that
log f (n)tcn
with
c=&1+ :

i=1
log bi
bi
r0.08...,
and that there are exactly 135 values of n for which f (n) is odd, the largest
such n being 1966081. In fact, they have proved an analogous result for
every m, 2m8. Furthermore, they conjectured
Conjecture 1. For every positive integer m there exists a number n0 such
that m divides f (n) for all n>n0 .
They have also estimated the number of exceptions to their conjecture by
proving that for any m we have
Nm (x)=*[nx : m |% f (n)]x \C(m) log2 log2 log2 xlog2 log2 x +
log2 log2 x
, (1.4)
for some constant C(m) depending only on m. We remark that the two
questions we posed earlier are the natural outgrowth of this conjecture.
In this paper we further investigate the divisibility properties of f (n).
Before stating our results we need to introduce some definitions. We define
a sequence [Bk]k=1 by
Bk= ‘
k
i=1
bi=bk+1&1, (1.5)
and for an integer m let Rk (m) denote the least positive residue of m
modulo Bk , i.e., Rk (m) satisfies
m#Rk (m) mod Bk , 0<Rk (m)Bk .
Now, it is plain that it suffices to take m to be a power of a prime in Con-
jecture 1. For a prime p and a non-negative integer & we use p& & n to
signify that & is the highest power of p dividing n. We have
Theorem 1. p& & f (n) if and only if there are exactly & pairs of integers
(k, l), k, l1, such that
Rk (wnplx)
Bk
<
Rk+1(wnplx)
Bk+1
. (1.6)
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This raises an interesting but apparently difficult problem of studying the
distribution of the sequence wnplx in the residue systems to different
moduli in the sense of (1.6) above. In this context it is more natural to con-
sider the sequence [nj]j=0 , defined for a given prime p and a sequence of
integers [ai]i=0 satisfying 0aip&1, by
nj=a0 p j+a1 p j&1+ } } } +aj . (1.7)
We observe that for j1,
\njp=nj&1 ,
and thus, by Theorem 1, a failure of Conjecture 1 with m=p implies the
existence of a sequence [nj]j=0 for which the sequence
{Rk (nj)Bk =

k=1
is non-increasing for every j. More generally, it is an easy consequence of
Theorem 1 (we omit a proof) that
Corollary. Conjecture 1 is equivalent to Conjecture 2 below.
Conjecture 2. Let [nj]j=0 be defined by (1.7). Then there exist infinitely
many integers j for which the inequality
Rk (nj)
Bk
<
Rk+1(nj)
Bk+1
holds for some integer k=k( j ).
As we have indicated before, the question of relative distribution of p-ary
expansions (1.7) in residue systems to different moduli seems to be a dif-
ficult one and we were not able to prove the conjectures stated above. One
can, however, use Theorem 1 to obtain a considerable strengthening of
(1.4). We prove
Theorem 2. For any power q of a prime there exists a constant cq>0
such that the inequality
Nq (x)Rq x1&cq (1.8)
holds.
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
If p& & f (n) then it is not difficult to see [3, Lemma 3] that
&= :
jlog nlog p
g \\ np j+ , (2.1)
where, for x1,
g(x)=wxx& :

i=1 \
x
bi&1. (2.2)
It easily follows [3, Lemma 4] that for integers m and k satisfying 1m
Bk=bk+1&1, we have
g(m)=
m
Bk
+ :
k
i=1
ri (m)
bi
&1, (2.3)
where ri (m) denotes the least non-negative residue of m modulo bi , i.e.
ri (m) satisfies
m#ri (m) mod bi , 0ri (m)<bi .
For each positive integer m there is a unique expansion
m=m1+ :

j=1
lj+1 Bj , (2.4)
with
m1=1 or 2 and 0lj+1<bj+1. (2.5)
To see this we simply observe that since, by (1.3) an (1.5), 2=
B1 | B2 | B3 ..., and Bj+1=Bj bj+1 , m1 is uniquely etermined modulo B1 ,
l2 is uniquely determined modulo b2 , and, inductively, lj is uniquely deter-
mined modulo bj . We now set, for i2,
mi=m1+ :
i&1
j=1
lj+1 Bj , (2.6)
so that by (2.5) and (1.5),
1mi2+ :
i&1
j=1
(bj+1&1)Bj=2+ :
i&1
j=1
(Bj+1&Bj)=Bi . (2.7)
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Thus it follows from (2.4) that for i1,
Ri (m)=mi . (2.8)
We also see that (2.4)(2.7) imply
r1(m)=r1(m1)={1, if m1=10, if m1=2, (2.9)
and, for i2,
ri (m)=ri (mi)=ri (mi&1+li Bi&1)=ri (mi&1+li (bi&1))
={mi&1&li ,mi&1&li+bi ,
if mi&1li
if mi&1<li .
(2.10)
We now use (2.9) and (2.10) to show that
g(m)= :
mi&1<li
i2
1. (2.11)
For m=1 or 2 (2.3) with k=1 and (2.9) give
g(m)=
m
B1
+
r1(m)
b1
&1=0.
This agrees with (2.11) since in either case li=0 for all i2. We now
proceed by induction on k. For any m in the range Bk<mBk+1 , (2.3),
(2.4) and (2.6) give
g(m)=
m
Bk+1
+ :
k+1
i=1
ri (m)
bi
&1
=_mkBk+ :
k
i=1
ri (mk)
bi
&1&
+_mk+lk+1 BkBk+1 &
mk
Bk
+
rk+1(mk+lk+1 Bk)
bk+1 & . (2.12)
Since by (1.5)
mk+lk+1 Bk
Bk+1
&
mk
Bk
+
mk&lk+1
bk+1
=
mk+lk+1 Bk&mk bk+1+mk Bk&lk+1 Bk
Bk+1
=0,
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the expression in the last pair of brackets in (2.12) is 0 if mklk+1 or 1 if
mk<lk+1 , by (2.10). By (2.7) we can evaluate the expression in the first
pair of brackets in (2.12) using the inductive hypothesis. Observing that
lj (mk) agrees with lj (m) for 2 jk and is zero otherwise gives (2.11).
Next we observe that the condition mi&1<li is equivalent to
Ri&1(m)
Bi&1
<
Ri (m)
Bi
. (2.13)
This follows by (2.8), (2.6) and (1.5) from the inequality
mi Bi&1=(mi&1+li Bi&1)Bi&1>(mi&1+mi&1 Bi&1)Bi&1
=mi&1 Bi .
The assertion of the theorem now follows from (2.1), (2.11) and (2.13) with
m=wnp jx.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Let
q=p&, (3.1)
and for an integer k, sufficiently large in terms of p, set
K=\12
log Bk
log p  . (3.2)
Our proof will consist of two parts. We first estimate Nk , the number of
integers m, 1mBk+1 , for each of which there exists a sequence of
integers a1 , a2 , ..., aK , 0aip&1, such that the K+1 numbers
m( j )=mp j+Aj [0 jK], (3.3)
where
A0=0, Aj=a1 p j&1+a2 p j&2+ } } } +aj [1 jK], (3.4)
satisfy
g(m( j ))=0. (3.5)
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To this end we write m=mk+lk+1 Bk with mk and lk+1 defined by
(2.4)(2.6) and recall that by (2.11) g(m)=0 implies that mklk+1.
Furthermore, by (2.5) and (2.7) we can write, in a unique way,
mk=
r
p
Bk+m k (3.6)
and
lk+1=
t
p
bk+1+l k+1 , (3.7)
with
0r, tp&1, 0<m k
Bk
p
, 0l k+1<
bk+1
p
. (3.8)
Then mklk+1 , and hence g(m)=0, imply that
rt (3.9)
for if tr+1 we get by (1.5),
lk+1
r+1
p
bk+1>
r+1
p
Bkmk .
In order to study implications of (3.5) for 1 jK we now write,
analogously to (3.6)(3.8),
mk= :
K
i=1
ri p&iBk+m$k (3.10)
and
lk+1= :
K
i=1
ti p&ibk+1+l $k+1 , (3.11)
with
0ri , tip&1, 0<m$kBk p&K, 0l $k+1<bk+1 p&K. (3.12)
With this notation we have
m( j )=mp j+Aj=mk p j+lk+1 p jBk+Aj
= :
K
i= j+1
ri p&(i& j )Bk+m$k p j+Aj
+\ :
K
i= j+1
ti p&(i& j )bk+1+l $k+1 p j+Rj+ Bk+Tj Bk+1 , (3.13)
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where
R0=0=T0 , Rj= :
j
i=1
ri p j&i, Tj= :
j
i=1
ti p j&i [1 jK]. (3.14)
Let us now assume that m is such that
m$kBk p&K&1, l $k+1bk+1 p&K&1. (3.15)
Then by (3.4) and (3.14),
m$k p j+Aj<Bk p&(K& j )
and
l $k+1 p j+Rj<bk+1 p&(K& j ).
Thus, given j, 1 jK&1, in the notation of (3.6) and (3.7) applied to
m( j ) we have r=rj+1 and t=tj+1. Hence by (3.9) if m satisfies (3.15) and
g(m( j))=0 for 0 jK&1 we have
riti [1iK]. (3.16)
Similarly by (2.11) if m satisfies (3.15) and g(m(K ))=0 we get
m$k pK+AKl $k+1 pK+RK
and hence by (3.4) and (3.14),
l $k+1m$k+1. (3.17)
We are now ready to estimate Nk . We first observe, referring back to
definitions (3.10)(3.12), that given any vector (r1 , r2 , ..., rK) and two dis-
tinct values of m$k (corresponding to two different values of mk) they differ
by an integer. Analogously, given any vector (t1 , t2 , ..., tK) and two dif-
ferent values of l $k+1 they also differ by an integer. In particular, for any
fixed (r1 , r2 , ..., rK) or (t1 , t2 , ..., tK) there is at most one m$k or l $k+1 , corre-
spondingly, for which (3.15) fails to hold. Therefore we can bound the
number of m’s for which (3.15) fails to hold by
pKbk+1+pKBkRB32k , (3.18)
where the last inequality follows from (3.2). The remaining m’s to be
counted in Nk satisfy (3.15) and hence also (3.16) and (3.17). Thus their
number is bounded by
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:
0<m$kBk p
&K
0r1 , r2 , ..., rKp&1
:
0l $k+1m$k+1
0t1r1 , ..., 0tKrK
1 :
0<m$kBk p
&K
0r1 , r2 , ..., rKp&1
‘
K
i=1
(ri+1)(m$k+2)
\ p( p+1)2 +
K
(Bk p&K)2
=B2k \ p+12p +
K
, (3.19)
for k sufficiently large. Finally we observe that by (1.5),
Bk+1tB2k , (3.20)
that
1
2
<
p+1
2p

3
4
, (3.21)
and that by the definition (3.2) of K we have
\ p+12p +
K
<2 exp {& 12
log Bk
log p
log \ 2pp+1 += . (3.22)
Therefore by (3.18)(3.22) we get for k sufficiently large
NkB1&dpk+1 (3.23)
with, say,
dp=
log(43)
5
1
log p
.
We now use (3.23) to obtain (1.8). We recall definitions (3.1) of p and
& and let k be such that
Bk+1+&x<Bk+2+& . (3.24)
We assume as we may that x is sufficiently large so that (3.24) makes sense
and that the estimate (3.23) is valid with the current choice of k. Define
numbers * and {i by
*=2&(2+&) (3.25)
and
{i=log(xBk+1+&&i)log p | [1i&]. (3.26)
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Now let S denote the set
S=[x1&*nx : p& |% f (n)] (3.27)
and also define
S1={n # S : g \\ npk+=0 for 1k{1= (3.28)
and, for 2i&,
Si={n # S : n  .
i&1
j=1
Sj and g \\ npk+=0 for {i&1<k{i= . (3.29)
For n # S we have by (3.26),
1
p
Bk+1+&&i x&*&1\ np{iBk+1+&&i .
But by (3.24) and (3.20),
x&*>B&*k+2+&tB&*2
1+i
k+1+&&i . (3.30)
Thus by (3.25) we obtain
1\ np{iBk+1+&&i , (3.31)
for x sufficiently large. Hence (3.27)(3.29), (3.31) and (2.1) yield
S/ .
&
i=1
Si . (3.32)
Furthermore, by (3.24), (3.26) and (3.20) we have
{1
log(Bk+1+& Bk+&)
log p
t
log Bk+&
log p
>K, (3.33)
as well as, for 2i&,
{i&{i&1>
1
log p \log
x
Bk+1+&&i
&log
x
Bk+1+&&(i&1)+&1
t
log Bk+1+&&i
log p
>K, (3.34)
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for x sufficiently large, where K is defined by (3.2) with k replaced by
k+1+&&i for 1i& respectively. Therefore by (3.31), (3.33) and (3.34),
to each n # Si there corresponds the integer m=wnp{ix which we have
counted in Nk+&&i . In the opposite direction, to each integer counted in
Nk+&&i there correspond, via the above correspondence, at most p{i
integers in Si . Hence, by (3.32), (3.23) and (3.26) we have
Nq (x)x1&*+ :
&
i=1
|Si |x1&*+ :
&
i=1
p{iB1&dpk+1+&&i
x1&*+px :
&
i=1
B&dpk+1+&&i .
Whence by (3.30) and (3.25) we obtain (1.8) with, say,
cq=*dp .
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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